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Ever since the advent of the generalised floating exchange rate regime many
theoretical and empirical research have appeared explaining the behaviour of exchange rates.
The theoretical insight of all recent empirical research is the so-called asset market approach,
which has produced a number of models and have been useful in explaining and quantifying
exchange rate movements. The asset market approach, which assumes free capital mobility
presumes that current or future change in the return on assets denominated in different currencies
has an immediate and unambiguous effect on exchange rates. The basic characteristic of these
models is that they are highly aggregated. The need for looking into the microstructure of foreign
exchange markets stems from the shortcomings involved in the macro models. These models
face a prima facie contradiction between the models and reality, fail to predict exchange rates at
short horizons and are incapable of explaining exchange rate movements ex post and volatility of
exchange rates. This edited volume by Frankel, Galli and Giovannini addresses the micro aspects
of foreign exchange markets with special emphasis on institutional aspects and behaviour of
market participants. Certain aspects like transparency, decentralisation, the use of brokers, the
location of trading, the efficiency of clearing of foreign exchange transactions, the relation
between spot and derivative markets, and the importance of systemic risk in the market are also
covered in this volume. This edited volume is composed of two parts containing nine innovative
essays. The first part of the book covers broad areas like trading volume, asymmetric
information, and bid-ask spreads, whereas the second part covers analytical issues like
speculation, exchange rate crises and macroeconomic fundamentals.

In the first chapter of this book, Philipe Jorion makes an attempt to examine the
correlation between trade volume and volatility of prices (average of trader's option prices) in the
foreign exchange market based on the theory developed by Tauchen and Pitts. The theory says
that the correlation between trading volume and volatility should be positive when the source of
trading volume is from heterogeneous (fixed number of) traders and negative when source of
trading volume is determined by a large number of traders. Jorion considers daily closing quotes
for deutsche mark (DM) currency futures and options over January 1985-February 1992 for his
analysis. He uses the Implied Standard Deviation (ISD) and the Generalised Autoregressive
Conditional Heteroscedastic (GARCH) models to estimate the volatility. This study confirms
positive relationship between unexpected risk and unexpected volume. The study also finds that
spreads are positively correlated with expected risk.

In Chapter 2, Hsieh and Kleidon explore the implications of foreign exchange markets
for alternate markets of intra-day price and volume behaviour. They argue that current models of
asymmetric information appear inadequate to explain volatility in the foreign exchange market
because private information associated with high volatility in one market is not picked up by the
other market. They suggest two possible explanations to account for the behaviour of prices and
volumes in foreign exchange markets. First, importance should be given to nature of traders,
their behaviour, structure of the market, and identity of other traders. Second, at the close of the
trade, much of activity in the closing market may be due to the inventory-related activities of
traders at market close, especially for the large group of intra-day traders who must close their



positions by the end of trading.

In Chapter 3, Perraudin and Vitale develop a theory which examines the reasons behind
the high percentage of trading volume being accounted for by dealers instead of customers. They
emphasise that, because the foreign exchange market is decentralised, order of flow cannot be
observed by everyone. Perraudin and Vitale provide a model for trading process by means of
which the new information gets disseminated to the market place by dividing the interval into
four stages. They found that bid-ask spreads are wider in decentralised markets. By posting
wider spreads in a decentralised market the dealers can discourage pricesensitive liquidity traders
and hence improve the information contents of their order flow. The information embodied in
orders can in turn be used to earn high profits and can be 'sold' to the market makers through
interbank transactions at advantageous prices. Decentralised markets are much less subject to
market crashes than centralised markets. Under certain circumstances static or centralised
markets would crash owing to excessive number of informed traders, whereas, in decentralised
markets dealers will have an incentive to preserve some turnover as they can employ the
information in the order flow in the subsequent trading.

In Chapter 4, Goodhart, Ito and Payne study the foreign exchange dealers' behaviour as
reported by the 2000-2 Reuters foreign exchange trading system. Using data from the Reuters
system they have compared the actual transaction prices with the indicative quotes. They found
that movements in the two are very close. On the other hand, Lyons examines the traders'
behaviour through the structure of the foreign exchange data in Chapter 5. He examines the
trading intensity with the help of two competing theories, viz., the event-uncertainty view and the
hot potato view as found in the literature. The event-uncertainty view holds that traders are more
informative when trading intensity is high whereas, the hot potato view holds that traders are
more informative when trading intensity is low. His empirical evidence supports the hot potato
view: the quantity traded has a significant effect on the trader's prices only when the time
between transactions is very long.

Garber and Spencer examine the effects of dynamic hedging strategies on foreign
exchange markets during the periods of excessive volatility in the exchange rate in Chapter 6.
During the European currency crises of 1992, dynamic hedging instrument were put into practice
by a number of countries to contain speculative activities that caused increased sales of the
currencies under attack following defensive interest rate hikes by central banks. Garber and
Spencer argue that in a fixed exchange rate regime, a defensive exchange rate policy requires
that interest rates must be raised to high levels albeit gradually. Such a policy would trigger daily
selling of the currency by dynamic hedgers, but not in quantities that would overwhelm the
central bank's net reserve limits by the end of the day beyond its reserve position limits.

One feature of this dynamic hedging is that different agents respond differently to the
same information. This issue of heterogeneity across agents is discussed explicitly by Bagliano,
Beltratti and Bertola in Chapter 7. They analyse Italian data from the balance of payments
statistics and central bank's balance sheets and conclude that there is evidence of heterogenous
behaviour before the September 1992 crisis. During the pre-crisis period in Italy, non-bank
residents were net exporters of capital and revealed gradual portfolio diversification. They
argued that there were sources of heterogeneity which were linked to risk aversion, need for



liquidity, and asset preferences rather than those related to perceptions of market players in
determining the direction and intensity of trading by different agents. Furthermore, formal and
informal regulatory constraints, especially on banks, was also an important factor.

While establishing the microstructure analysis of exchange rate dynamics, Flood and
Taylor in Chapter 8 have questioned the strength of conventional macro models in explaining the
exchange rate movements in the short run. They have critically reviewed the asset market
approaches to exchange rate determination and tested them empirically for industrialised
economies. Using data on 21 industrialised countries for the floating rate period, they found that
macro fundamentals are poor guide to variations in short-run exchange rate movements (where
the short-run is defined as one year or less), although they may have considerable explanatory
power over longer horizons.

The last Chapter of the book by Eichengreen, Rose and Wyplosz deals with policy
prescriptions to be followed during currency crises under self-fulfilling speculative attacks
against a pegged exchange rate. They argue that European Monetary Union (EMU) will not be
achieved unless the Maastricht Treaty is amended in one of the following ways. Either the
exchange rates are required to fluctuate within the 'normal' fluctuations band, or capital controls
are required to maintain the required stability in exchange rates during the transition. Their
specific proposal is to introduce a non-interest bearing deposit on bank lending to non-residents
where bank lending is observed to be the raw principles for carrying out speculative activities.
Using data for twenty-two countries over twenty-five years, they found that capital controls have
been associated with significant differences in the behaviour of macroeconomic variables such as
budget deficits and growth rates.

In the recent period there have been significant developments in the Indian foreign
exchange market. The monthly average turnover rose significantly from about US $78 billion
during 1996-97 to about US $ 109 billion during 1997-98 where about 80 per cent of the total
transactions were undertaken by the inter-bank segment. Towards further deepening the foreign
exchange market in the context of a globalised financial system, a large degree of freedom has
been given to the authorised dealers. They have been allowed to use longer term hedging
instruments. Looking into the microstructure of the Indian foreign exchange market, in terms of
spread of information and use of risk-based instruments, the market is not well developed and
dominated by spot transactions. While establishing a well developed foreign exchange market, a
detailed re-examination of the microstructure aspect of the market along with a sound financial
system is required.

This book offers a unique contribution to the microstructure theory of foreign exchange
markets by discussing both the operational and analytical aspects. The issues addressed in this
book will be extremely useful for both macro and micro model builders to arrive at a balanced
approach.

Satyananda Sahoo*

* Satyananda Sahoo is Research Officer in the Department of Economic Analysis and Policy of the Bank.



50 Years of Central Banking
Governors Speak

To mark the 50 years of independence and to remember the Central Bankers who played an
outstanding role in building the Indian economy over the past five decades, the RBI has brought
out a "Commemorative Volume of Select Speeches of Governors of the Reserve Bank". The
basic objective of the Volume is to trace the evolution of various core central banking policies
i.e., monetary policy and external policies in India. It also highlights how the thinking on various
issues changed in tune with the structural shifts and other changes that have taken place in the
Indian economy. The Volume contains 32 select speeches delivered by thirteen Governors,
starting from the first Indian Governor Shri Chintaman Deshmukh to Dr. C. Rangarajan. These
speeches provide insight on various topics of contemporary economic importance and germane
to central banking as also administration of the Indian Financial System. The thoughts of the
veteran central bankers embody information on various economic issues confronted by the
Indian economy in general with specific intonation on the relevant issues to be addressed by the
Central Bank from time to time. The book is an invaluable and exclusive collection of the
thoughts of the Central Bankers who played an important role in the development of Indian
economy. Besides the speeches, the volume contains rare portraits of the Governors printed
elegantly in colour.

Price: Rs. 400/- (including Postal Charges in India)
Cheques should be drawn in favour of RESERVE BANK OF INDIA, Mumbai.

Copies are available from : The Director, Sales Section, Division of Reports, Reviews and
Publications, Reserve Bank of India, Amar Building (Ground Floor), P.M. Road, Fort,
MUMBAI - 400 001.

The Reserve Bank of India 1951-1967
by

Dr. G. Balachandran

This is a comprehensive history of the Reserve Bank of India, the country's central bank
and its most important financial institution. It is based on unrestricted access to the Bank's
records. The volume spans the 1950s, when India embarked on planned economic development,
and brings its account of the central bank's activities in the sphere of public policy up to the
crisis years of the mid-1960s. Not only was the Reserve Bank an active agent and participant in
the process of planned development, the institution was also greatly transformed by its demands
and challenges.

Therefore, while surveying the Bank's discharge of its role as the monetary policy



authority, The Reserve Bank of India, 1951-1967 details its role in mobilizing resources for
Central and State Governments, regulating the banking system, and establishing an institutional
infrastructure for agricultural and long-term industrial credit in India. It also covers
developments in India's external sector, including the country's efforts to raise long-term foreign
assistance for development and the rupee devaluation of 1966. The book concludes with an
elaborate survey of evolving relations between the central bank and Central and State
Governments in India during these two decades.

Contents : Introduction - Monetary and Credit Policy -Financing Governments - Rural
Credit - Towards a State Banking Sector - Banking Developments - Financing Industry -The
External Sector - The Bank and Governments - Appendices - Selected Documents - Index.

The book is essential reading for bankers, students, researchers, and teachers of
economics and modern Indian history and also of wider general interest.

Pages: 1208
Price: Rs. 1,195
Copies are available from:
Oxford University Press

and
leading bookstores in India.

Report on Trend and Progress of Banking in India 1997-98

This annual publication brought out by the Reserve Bank of India in terms of Section 36 (2) of
the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 is now available for the year 1997-98 (July-June). The Report
containing four chapters is presented in bilingual form in Hindi and English.

The first chapter sets out in a nutshell the banking developments and policy perspectives and
discusses some key issues relevant to the healthy development of the banking system. The
subsequent three chapters contain detailed reviews of major trends and developments during the
year in the fields of commercial banking, co-operative banking including activities of NABARD
and other financial institutions (IDBI, UTI, DICGC, EXIM Bank and NHB).

The Report is priced at Rs. 120 (inland) and US $ 45 (foreign) (inclusive of postage).

Copies of the Report are available from the Division of Reports, Reviews and Publications
(Sales Section), Department of Economic Analysis and Policy, Reserve Bank of India, Amar
Building, Ground Floor, P.M. Road, Post Box No. 1036, Mumbai - 400 001.

Cheques/Drafts should be drawn on Mumbai in favour of Reserve Bank of India.


